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MPS E Z Holley EFI Race Harness
Casselberry, Florida, 02/01/2013 - Motorcycle Performance Specialties is excited
to announce the immediate availability of our EZ Holley EFI Race Harness.
This nearly plug and play harness for the new Holley EFI will let you spend your
time riding, not tangled up in wires. Every connection is clearly marked for a fast
trouble free installation of your new engine management system. The MPS EZ
Holley EFI Race Harness wires all mission critical systems on your race bike.
You can easily wire your entire bike in less than a day with this harness. Builders
can save time and increase job profits using this revolutionary new harness.
MPS has done all the hard work for you so you can enjoy the benefits of your
Holley EFI quickly. The EZ Holley EFI Race Harness comes with all the proper
mating connectors, complete instructions and wire diagrams showing all wire
connections.
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The EZ Holley EFI Race Harness has a system of
sub-harnesses to customize the harness for the
accessories you are using. Each sub harness comes
with its own diagram showing where each wire goes.
The nitrous input and output sub-harnesses come pre
wired with terminated connectors for the tether kill
switch/on-off switch, shift light, auto shift/auto shift
arm switch, 2 step switch, data log switch, air shifter
switch, air shifter air valve, air shifter pressure switch,
air shifter fuel kill, rear wheel speed sensor, nitrous
arm switch, nitrous solid state relay, and nitrous solenoid.
The turbo input and output sub-harnesses come
pre wired with terminated connectors for the
tether kill switch/on-off switch, shift light, auto
shift/auto shift arm switch, 2 step switch, data log
switch, air shifter switch, air shifter air valve, air
shifter pressure switch, air shifter fuel kill, rear
wheel speed sensor, dome pressure sensor,
boost controller + solenoid, and boost controller
– solenoid.
The Injector sub-harnesses are configured for either 4 injectors or 8 injectors.
The coil sub-harnesses are configured for either an MPS Ignitor and stock stick
coils or LS2 smart coils. The sensor sub harness connects to all your standard
EFI sensors. The main harness is terminated for the fuel pump and battery.
The EZ Holley EFI Race Harness, P/N 1-0627, is racer priced at just $1100.00
and are in stock for immediate shipment.
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